Sufficient Funds Raised
To Begin Construction
Of Law School Dorms

Cost of Buildings Will Be $1,100,000; $800,000 Received, Tucker Announces

Sufficient funds have been raised to construct the new Law School dormitories, Chester E. Tucker, vice-president for Finance, announced Friday.

The new dormitories will cost $1,100,000, approximately $800,000 of which $200,000 will be used to modernize and add additions to the 60-year-old Law School building.

The $800,000 raised so far has been contributed to a great extent by lawyers and other persons in the Philadelphia area. The general public has not yet begun to take any other aspect of the country.

Improvements Planned

Among the improvements planned for the Law building itself are the addition of at least an extra room to the dining area, a library or reading room and a series of offices for the Institute of Legal Research.

The dormitories will consist of three brick buildings with terraced courts. They will contain 128 rooms, and house to 240 students and academic officers.

Dr. Kane Presented Award for Teaching

By Alumni Society

The University's Engineering Alumni Society presented its 1956 Teaching Award to Dr. Thomas E. Kane, associate professor of mechanical engineering, at an annual banquet held Friday night in the Hotel Intercontinental.

The award is presented annually by the Alumni Society to one of the University's engineering faculties. The committee that selected Dr. Kane for the award included members of the University and members of the Board of Visitors of the Bell Telephone Laboratories.

Nomination letters were made by professors, associate professors, full-time graduate students, and members of the University's engineering schools and could not be made for anyone who held a rank of associate professor or higher. Dr. Kane was named in the letter and professor following his selection for the award.

Criteria for the selection included student-teacher relationship, class presentation, and work in a specialty other than teaching.

Dr. Kane, a specialist in applied mathematics, has been teaching in the University's School of Engineering since 1933. Prior to his arrival at the University he was a member of the faculty of Columbia University from which he holds four degrees: Bachelor of Science in Mathematics, Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering, and Bachelor of Philosophy in Applied Mathematical Mechanics. He has written several articles on statistics and vibrations, Dr. Kane presented a paper to the International Congress on Applied Mechanics last September in Brussels, Belgium.

Students From Hungary Will Speak Tomorrow in Houston Hall Lobby

SAMUEL SCHANTZ

Schecter Announces StartofClothesDrive

Two Hungarian students who witnessed the recent revolt against Communist rule, will speak tomorrow in the lobby of Houston Hall from noon to 3 p.m. in conjunction with the campus clothing drive for Hungary.

The students, who recently arrived at Camp Klinner in New Jersey from the revolt-torn country, will discuss the situation in their homeland and answer questions from the public.

Dr. Artiszt Lindermeyer, Dr. Dr. Lindermeyer is an instructor in biology at the University who arrived in this country five years ago from Hungary, will be arranging for the visit of the two students.

Drive Begins Today

The drive for students in Hungary begins today and will be sponsored by the Undergraduate Council and the Women's Student Council.

The Interfraternity Council and the University Council will also be cooperating.

The American Red Cross Council will continue to receive the proceeds from the clothing drive.

In addition to the clothing drive, it has been announced that the Campus Chest will donate a portion of this year's record-breaking collection to the World University Service to be sent to students in Hungary. William Levy, chairman of the Campus Chest, said that all charts will continue to receive the same proportion of funds as last year.

H-P Plan

In addition to the clothing drive, it has been announced that the University Alumni Council will authorize a portion of this year's record-breaking collection to the World University Service to be sent to students in Hungary.

The Interfraternity Council has asked the students to investigate the possibility of sponsoring a Hung-}

ary exhibition in the University.

The Pan-Hellenic Society has also received similar plans.

Booths for the clothing drive are situated at the entrance of the University.
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Letters to the Editor

Editor, The Daily Pennsylvania:

I have just finished reading your reporter’s account of the Beauties for the Philanthropic Society yesterday afternoon. In general he was a fair and accurate reporter, but I do not recall what I could have said that led him to take the line he did. I am sure that no evidence of mendacity that may have originated among the Hebrew prophets, and I do not know of anything to contradict this,

Schafer R. H. Bookman, Associate, Professor of Chinese Studies, Schiller College

Film Advertisements

School Boys

by Warren Link

The possibilities of the football coach as the focal point of a story is one of the surest cures for boredom or weariness. Perhaps these are rare enough in the annals of coaching, but it happens that the coach had the unique opportunity of demonstrating the frailty of this legend.

At the certain opening of a new season Coach Sam Blatt putting up and down the schedule during a dinner at the downtown club. The dinner was held in the cellar of the club, the only room available. The speeches of the guests there, as well as the fact of their attending, were not calculated to make the scene in any way noteworthy. Certainly there was no number one trumpet that might have been expected to break the long, gloomy silence behind the phrase, “They’re too big and strong and fast.”

As Sam Blatt sat down at the captain’s table, a waiting ambience, Coach Blatt launched into a soliloquy, “Warily or wistfully, I will ever last year with the Pennsylvanian High School to come here, and here to us, and to the coach, and to the team, and to the followers of Pennsylvanian. They are, they will always beat him, but Sam can’t help it.”

Monday through Friday

By and far the most favorite letter was a solicitation to contribute to the fund. This was, perhaps, not surprising, as the fund was to be used for the benefit of the poor. The letter was signed by Charles H. MacNamara, the President of the Fund.

Befriending Students

By appointment purveyors of Yardley After Shaving Lotion to the happy folk who smoke for real! Buy lots—to take the multitude off your lap. Yardley After Shaving Lotion—gives brisk, masculine, non-lingering scent. Counteracts dryness. Helps heal razor nicks. At your campus store, $1.10 and $1.50, plus tax.

Read full story for real... Smoke for real...

SANTA CLAUS ANALYZED

Why oh why does Santa come? "Ho-Ho, Ho-Ho, Ho-Ho" Is it just because he’s jolly? Two of hiself he is our jolly fellow. Gifts for everyone on earth—brightest lights—but not.
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**Gill, Kelly Named On 2nd Ivy Team**

Penn's quarterback Charlie Gill and fullback Ray Kelly have been named in the second team of the 11th Ivy League football team chosen by the Ivy League coaches. Both players, receiving honorable mention included guard Pete Kolnik, left tackle Bob Henderson and left tackle Frank Fries.

Two of this year's Ivy League championship players, four on the first team. Brown and Dartmouth with two each, and Harvard, one.

Columbia quarterback Claude Spalding, along with Orlando, Locust and McNeill, was a repeat first team winner from last year.

The first team included eight captains. In addition to Gill and Kolnik, Brook and Block, named Ted Magoffin of Harvard, and Art Hartman, quarterback of Brown.

**Cramming for Exams?**

Fight “Book Fatigue” Safely

You've got to tell you—Al Du Pont Awakens is safe as coffee. It's non-pleated, non-flap pockets. It's tailored by West Mill. Take advantage of the 25% to 50% OFF on our entire line of suits, sweaters, trousers, shirts and accessories.

Order NOW . . . Send only $1.00 to Ruth Evans, Dept. K, Reading Laboratory, Inc., 708 Western Savings Fund Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. If not entirely satisfied with our service, your money is refunded.

**Does DuPont hire men who have definite military commitments?**

DuPont's strong record in the selection of men for its annual research program is a direct result of the company's policy of seeking the services of men who have had military experience.

In short, DuPont's policy of inquiring into the complete background of every man who applies for a job is based on the conviction that the best source of military-trained men lies in the armed services themselves.

The company, in fact, is a pioneer in this field. As far back as World War I, DuPont's policy was to seek actively for men who had served in the armed forces. Today, the company continues to make a special effort to hire men who have had military experience.

**STOP READING WORD BY WORD FREE valuable booklet**

Du Pont Development Reading Laboratory, Inc., 708 Western Savings Fund Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. Reading Laboratory, Inc. (*SPECIAL STUDENTS RATES*)

**Don Sutherland answers:**

Donald G. Sutherland graduated from Virginia Polytechnic Institute with a degree in chemical engineering and as an R.O.T.C. commission. He was hired by Du Pont's plant as a laboratory assistant. When he returned to his career in engineering, and is now doing plant-assistant work in the technical section at Victoria.

Yes, we certainly do! We've employed quite a number of college graduates with definite military commitments. In most cases they work no more than a few weeks before reporting for duty. Take my own case. I was hired in November of 1952 and started work in the plant the following March. Two years later I returned to Du Pont.

Yes, we have been thoroughly interested in men on a language basis, but we find that they're temporarily unavailable, for a good reason like military service, isn't any bar to their being considered for employment. After working only one day, an employee is guaranteed full re-employment, wherever that's the law. And if a man works for Du Pont a full year before entering the service for two or more years, he receives an extra two months' salary. If he works for the service for six months, he's paid a half month's salary. When he's entitled to a vacation but doesn't have time to take it before leaving, Du Pont gives him equivalent pay instead.

Even if present employment is impossible, Oran, we definitely recommend your talking with Du Pont's representatives as well as those of other companies. The very least you'll gain will be valuable background and some contacts of real benefit to you when you leave military service.

ORAN RITTER ASKS:

**All-University Mat Turney Still in Prelims**

The preliminaries of the 1960 All-University wrestling tournament continued last Friday afternoon at the Student Recreation Center. Du Pont's representatives met with one opponent.

Preliminary best winners on Thursday were Mark Fling and Bob Nabors. Fling defeated Bill Orelli, 177 pounds; Bob Nabors, 147 pounds. Bill Coughlin and Bruce Forrer, both 177 pounds. Bob Black and Charles McPherson, 177 pounds.

The preliminaries will run through December and the finals will be held December 15. All matches take place at 6 p.m. Intersystem medals will be awarded to winners in all weight classifications.
Classified Ads

Hungarian Students

(Continued from page 1)

PWM PLAYERS

Tickets, $1.50, $2.50. "We

would like to report a $2.50 additional

payment by the Pen-Mann Plays. Parking

space is still available. 
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